The complex Radon correspondence relates an n-dimensional projective space with the Grassmarm manifold of its p-dimensional planes. This is the geometric background of the Radon-Penrose transform, which intertwines cohomology classes of homogeneous line bundles with holomorphic solutions to the generalized massless field equations. A good framework to deal with such problems is provided by the recently developed theory of integral transforms for sheaves and £>-modules. In particular, an adjunction formula describes the range of transforms acting on general function spaces, associated with constructible sheaves.
Introduction
Let V be an (n -f l)-dimensional complex vector space, denote by P the projective space of lines in V, by G = Gr(p + 1; V) the Grassmann manifold of (p + l)-dimensional subspaces, and by F C P x G the incidence relation. The generalized Radon-Penrose transform is associated with the double fibration (i) where / and g are induced by the natural projections. This is the graph of the correspondence C ~~° C -f(9~l(0)i mapping £ G G to the p-dimensional plane of P that it represents. For different choices of "functions" (p, the various instances of the Radon p-plane transform can thus be expressed as (2) *»->y/v.
Let us recall some examples for n = 3 and p = I (see [10, 28, 12, 14, 15] ). The Grassmann manifold G = Gr(2; C 4 ) is a complex compact manifold of dimension 4. A point in G corresponds to a 2-dimensional plane in C (a) The Penrose correspondence describes the set of holomorphic solutions of D on suitable open subsets U C G by the transform (2) . In this case, (p G H l (U\ Op(-2)) is a cohomology class of a holomorphic line bundle, and the integral has to be understood as a Leray-Grothendieck residue.
(b) The manifold G is a conformal compactification of the linear Minkowski space. Denote by P the closed orbit of 5t/(2, 2) on P. The set of hyperfunctions solutions on G of the hyperbolic wave equation D|Q is obtained by (2) , taking for (p E #p(P; Op(-2)) a cohomology class with support on P.
(c) The real projective space P is the closed orbit of SL(4;R) on P. Let (p E <S(R 4 ) be a rapidly decreasing function in an affine chart R 4 C P. Then (2) represents the usual Radon transform, mapping (p to its integrals along the family of 2-dimensional planes of R 4 . Functions in its image satisfy the ultrahyperbolic John equation D|G-(d) The elliptic Laplacian D|HG has no global solutions on the 1-dimensionai quaternionic projective space HG ~ Gr(l;H 2 ). By (2) , this corresponds to the fact that # J (P; Op (-2)) = 0 for any j. (Note that the quaternionic group 5L(2,H) acts transitively on P.) Heuristically, the above results appear as different aspects of the complex Radon p-plane transform (1) , for different choices of geometric configurations in G. The theory of integral transforms for sheaves and Z>-modules (see [6, 7, 21] , and [4] for an exposition) gives to such vague statement a precise meaning. Let us briefly recall this framework. The analogues of (2) According to [6] , the results in [10] imply that massless field equations are represented by SOT o BF, where 9JI = 2>p(£) is the Dp-module induced by a line bundle on P. A similar result holds in the general case n > 3, 1 < p < n -1 (see [7, 8, 2, 5] ). Several results on the Radon p-plane transform are then obtained from the adjunction formula (3), for different choices of Q. For example, the higher dimensional analogue of the Penrose transform (a) corresponds to Q = C[/, the constant sheaf on U C G. Similarly, the higher dimensional analogues of (b), (d), and of a compactified version of (c), correspond to locally constant sheaves along the closed orbit of one of the real forms of 5L(V). Some of these cases have already been considered in [6] for p = 1 and n = 3, and in [7, 3] for p -n -1. The aim of this paper is to investigate systematically the results one gets from (3) for such choices of Q, as well as some other related choices. This consists essentially in computing the sheaf-theoretical transforms CF o Q. For a locally closed subset G C G, the complex CF o CG describes the homology of the family of slices P 3 z -• o z PI G. In other words, it is just by using some relatively simple topological arguments that we will be able to recover and generalize the above results on range characterization for the projective, conformal and affine versions of the real Radon transform. This paper is divided into three parts. In the first part we state most of the results using a classical formalism, i.e. avoiding the language of derived categories and P-modules. In the second part we recall some results from the theory of integral transforms for sheaves and P-modules, as the adjunction formula (3). Since our statements deal with the first non-vanishing cohomology group, we also give some technical results that allow one to weaken some hypotheses. In the last section we give proofs.
§1. Classical Statement of the Results
In this section we state most of our results using a classical formalism, i.e., avoiding the language of derived categories and P-modules. This should be considered as a motivation for the reader not acquainted with such theories. Proofs of the statements, along with some generalizations, are given in Section 3. §1.
The Radon-Penrose transform
For n>3, l<p<n-2, consider V a complex vector space of dimension n + 1, P = Gr(l; V) a complex projective space of dimension n, G = Gr(p 4-1; V) the family of projective p-dimensional planes inP, F = {(z, () E P x G: z e C} the incidence relation, where Gr(g; V) denotes the Grassmann manifold of g-dimensional subspaces in V. Recall that G is a complex compact manifold of dimension (p + l)(n -p), that the flag manifold F has dimension n + p(n -p), and that P, G and F are homogeneous with respect to the Lie group 5L(V) ~ SL(n + 1,C). (For the extreme case p = n -1, refer to the Appendix.)
The geometric background of the generalized Radon-Penrose transform is given by the double fibration (i.i.i) where / and g are the natural projections (see [10, 28, 12, 14, 15] ). Given a plane C E G, one denotes by £ = f(g~l(C)} C P the set of its points. Similarly, for U C G and z e P one sets U = f(g~l(U)) C P and z = g(f' l (z)) C G.
As we recalled in the Introduction, for p = I and n = 3, [10] identifies the manifold G with a conformal compactification of the complexified Minkowski space. On the Minkowski space lives the family of massless field equations. Since such equations are conformally invariant, they extend as a family of differential operators acting on holomorphic sections of homogeneous vector bundles over G. For n > 3, 0<p<n -2, we denote by
their higher dimensional analogue, and we refer to Section 2.3 for details. In our notations, the operator D m on Minkowski space is the massless field equation of helicity -(m + l)/2, so that D_i is Maxwell's wave equation.
In this paper, for m G Z we set
Note that for p = 0 and m* < 0 one has G = P, n m * = 0 (i.e. no differential equations appear), and where 0p(m*) is the usual notation for -ra*-th tensor power of the tautological line bundle. One says that an open subset U C G is F-elementary if for any z G U the set £n U is connected, and its homology groups with complex coefficients vanish in degree 1, . . . ,p. This result was obtained in [10] for n -3 and p = 1, and is discussed in [2] in an equi variant framework. Example 1.1.2. The case p + 1 = n -p is of particular interest in representation theory (see e.g. [26] ). There, one takes for U the set of C € G such that w\£ is positive definite, where a; is a nondegenerate hermitian form on V of signature (p+ l,p+ 1). Since 2" PI U is contract ible for z G U, the above result applies. (See also Section A. 3 for the extreme case p = n -1.) Example 1. 1.3. Recall that an open subset D C P is said to be plinearly concave if through any z G D there passes a projective p-dimensional plane contained in D. In this case, setting U = G \ (P \ D) = {( e G: C C £>}, one has D = U. For example, take D = P \ L, where L C P is a projective plane of dimension n -p -1. Then, U is an affine chart in G, and the above proposition applies. Note that since U is determined by a subset of P, the hypotheses could be weakened (see [13] , [16] ). §1.2. Action of SU(p + 1, n -p)
Conformal case.
Let uj be a nondegenerate hermitian form on V of signature (p+ l,n -p), and let us assume that p+1 < n-p. The Lie group SU(uj\ V) ~ SU(p+l,n-p) is a real form of 5L(V), and hence acts on P and G. The closed orbits of ;V} in P and G are, respectively, JP the set of u;-isotropic lines in V,
where a subspace C C V is called u;-isotropic if LJ\^ = 0.
Recall that a real submanifold M of a complex manifold X is called generic if TM +M iTM = TX\M, where TM denotes the tangent bundle to M. Note that orbits of real forms of a simple complex Lie group acting on a homogeneous manifold are always generic. Concerning (1.2.1), P is a real hypersurface of P with non-degenerate Levi form of signature (p, n -p -1), and G is a generic submanifold of G of codimension (p + I) 2 . We denote by the analytic and hyperfunction CR-functions on G (i.e., solutions of the tangential Cauchy-Riemann system d ). If Q is an (9c-niodule, we shall use the short-hand notation (A proof is given in Section 3.2.1.)
When p+l = n-p, Gisa complexification of G, and hence AQ = AG and BQ = BQ are the sheaves of analytic functions and hyperfunctions, respectively. For n = 3 and p = 1 the manifold G is the conformal eompactification of the Minkowski space R 4 , and the above result is due to [28] .
Conformal affine case.
Let £ 0 £ G, and denote by f^-its u;-orthogonal, which is an (n -p)-dimensional subspace of V containing £ 0 . The "light cone" with vertex £ 0 is the subset of G described by those (" G G having non-transversal intersection with ^. Consider Go-GnG 0 , Go ={CeG: en £-= <)}, Note that G 0 and G 0 are affine charts in G and G, respectively, obtained by removing the light cone at infinity. For n = 3 and p = 1 this is a result due to [1] . In this case, G 0 -R 4 is the Minkowski space, and the second part of the statement above asserts that the light cone at infinity is a removable singularity for hyperfunction solutions of the massless field equations. §1.3. Action of SL(n 4-1, R)
Real projective case»
Let V be a real vector space of dimension n + 1, of which V ~ C 0^ V is a complexification. The Lie group SL(V) ~ SL(n + 1,R) is a real form of SL(V). Its closed orbits on P and G are identified with, respectively, This result appears for example in [12, p. 91-92] for the C°° case. For ra = -1, ?7i* = -p -1, the above morphism is a projective compactification of the classical Radon p-plane transform, where functions on P are integrated along p-dimensional planes.
Real affine case.
Let us consider the setting of the affine Radon transform fA = P\H for a hyperplane H C P,
The Schwartz space «S(A) of rapidly decreasing C °° -functions on the affine space A ~ R n , is identified with the subspace of r(P;Cp°(m*|-p-i)) whose sections vanish up to infinite order on H.
The map q : £ i-> £ H H endows GA with a structure of (n -p)-dimensional real vector bundle over the compact Grassmann manifold of (p-l)-dimensional projective planes in H. Let us denote by S(H m \-i)(^fC) the subspace of r(GA;Co°(H m |-i)) whose sections are rapidly decreasing along the fibers of q. As above, this is identified with the subspace of F(G; C^(H m \-i)) whose sections vanish up to infinite order on G \ GA- For m = -1, this result appears, for example, in [12, p. 85] . Recall that for p = 1 and n = 3, the operator D_I|G A is the ultrahyperbolic operator of John [17] . §1.4. Action of SL(n + 1, C) R As we shall see in Section 3.3.1, the topology underlying Proposition 1.3.1 is quite intricate. A somewhat simpler situation is obtained by considering the real analytic manifold underlying the complex Grassmann manifold.
Realified complex projective case.
Denote by P the manifold P endowed with the conjugate complex analytic structure (i.e. the ringed space (P, Op), where Op is the sheaf of antiholomorphic functions). The diagonal PR C P x P is identified with the space P, endowed with its underlying structure of real analytic manifold. We thus consider J PR C P x P the realified complex projective space, 1 GR C G x G the realified complex Grassmann manifold.
Note that PR C Px P is the closed orbit of the real form 5L(V) R of the complex Lie group SL(V) x SL(V), and G R its closed orbit in G x G. In the C°° case, and for ra = m, this result is proven in [12] . For m -m = -1, this result appears in [12] . §1.
Action of SL((n + l)/2, H)
Assume that n and p are odd, and let W be a complex vector space of dimension (n + l)/2, such that V = W © W. Denote by H the skew field of quaternions, which is a division algebra over R with basis 1, z, jf, k satisfying i 2 -
Since ft is right C-linear, the group SL(W<g) c H) ~ SL((ra+l)/2, H) of H-linear automorphisms of the quaternionic vector space W ® c H is identified with a real form of SL(V). The action of 5L(W (g) c H) on P is transitive, while its closed orbit HG in G is described by the family of complex (p + l)-dimensional subspaces £ C V such that ft(£) is a quaternionic (p-fl)/2-dimensional subspace of W® c H. Since HG is generic, and has half of the dimension of G, it is totally real in G. (A proof is given in Section 3.5.) §2. Adjunction Formula for the Radon Transform
In the first part of this section, we recall the formalism of integral transforms for sheaves and P-modules, as developed in [6, 7] and [21] (see [4] for an exposition). In the last part, we apply these methods to get a general adjunction formula for the Radon transform, already considered in [6] for p -1 and n = 3, and in [7] for the extreme case p = n -1. §2ol 8 , and THom(-,O x ) and • 0 Ox are the functors of temperate and formal cohomology introduced in [19] and [21] , respectively. For SDl,C € D b (X>x), we denote by
Sol(m,C) =

Sol(SW,C) -the complexes of local and global solutions to OJl with values in C.
In order to discuss some examples, recall that if A C X is a locally closed subset, one denotes by &A\X ( or QA, if there is no risk of confusion) the sheaf whose restriction to A is the constant sheaf with fiber C and which is zero on X\A. Let M be a real analytic manifold, of which X is a complexification, and denote by C
the sheaves of of real analytic functions, C 00 -functions, Schwartz distributions and Sato hyperfunctions, respectively. Then, for t] = ±00, ±0;,
where Xf^M denotes the ideal of C^J of functions vanishing up to infinite order on J£, and or^ the orientation sheaf. 
Sol(V(H*}, Ox] ^ O(H). §2.2. Review on integral transforms
Let X and Y be complex manifolds, and consider the projections
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One denotes by and the three operations of inverse image, tensor product, and proper direct image, in the categories of sheaves and £>-modules, respectively. An expression like
which represents an integral transform, has a P-module analog in the functor
where OT and ^ are (complexes of) P-modules on X and on X x Y , respectively. Similarly, at the level of sheaves, one considers the functor
where Q and JC are (complexes of) sheaves on Y and on X x V, respectively. Recall that with OT G D^o h (Dx) one associates its characteristic variety char(9Jl) (see [18] ), which is a closed conic involutive subset of the cotangent bundle T*X. Recall also that the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence establishes an equivalence between the categories D]? h (r>xxy) of regular holonomic modules, and DQ_ c (Cxxy) of C-constructible sheaves, by the assignments
In the following, we will denote by X the zero-section of T*X. Theorem 2.2.1. (see [6, 7] and [21] Then, for any Tt € D£ oh (Px), Q G D^_ c (Cy), and \\ = ±oc, ±u, there is an isomorphism
In particular, let S C X x Y be a closed submanifold, and consider the double fibration In order to apply this result, we are left to deal with two separate problems (i) to calculate the P-module transform 9JI o BS,
(ii) to calculate the sheaf-theoretical transform Cs o Q.
Problem (i) is of an analytic nature, and we will recall in the next section how it is solved in the case of the Radon transform. Concerning problem (ii), note that g identifies the fiber of / at x G X with the subset x C Y. Then, if G C Y is a locally closed subset, one has
In other words, the complex C$ ° &G describes the topology of the slices x Pi G, when x varies in X.
Before turning to the Radon transform, let us recall some miscellaneous results which will be of use in Section 3. 
where r:XxYxXxY-^XxXxYxY. The same remark applies to P-modules.
® Consider for simplicity the case /C = C5,for5c^xya closed submanifold, and assume that the maps / and g in (2.2.4) are smooth and proper. Let
. Then, one has the adjunction formula (see [7, 
and the commutation with duality
• Following [20] , we set
where J\T is the null system of objects TV G DJ^_ C (X) whose micro-support SS(N) is contained in the zero-section of T*X. In other words, T -0 in For example, as in [12] , a section of [7 0m ®deti7, where 0 denotes the symmetric tensor product, may be represented by a function t/>(£; <TI, . . . , cr m ) such that J ^(£; <TI, . . . , <7 m ) is multilinear and symmetrical in cr^ G V*/(£),
As another example, in the identification T*G c± Q*®?7, the exterior differential reads where x-which is a priori a section of the trivial bundle G x (V (8) V*)-is in fact a linear function of a G V*/{(") and
For ra G Z, the higher dimensional massless field equations of helicity -(ra + l)/2 are the differential operators For n = 3 and p = I the above isomorphism was obtained in [6] , using the results in [10] . Similarly, the general case can be obtained using the results in [2] . The more satisfactory approach via quantization, which is needed for the description of integral kernels, is discussed in [7] for p = n -1, and in [5] for p < n -1. In the framework of twisted equivariant P-modules, a proof of the above isomorphism for ra = -1 is given in [27] (see also [24] One concludes by noticing that p* is the fiber at z of the adjunction morphism
Conformal case.
As in Section 1.2.1, let uj be a nondegenerate hermitian form on V of signature (p + 1, n -p), and denote by P C P and G C G the submanifolds of isotropic lines and planes, respectively. Proof. Consider the double fibration
where F = g~l(G), and note that P = G. Since C F o C G = Rf\C F , the statement is a corollary of the following Lemma, noticing that p(2n -3p -2) =
Lemma 3.2.2. Assume that p + 1 < n -p. Then (i) P is a simply connected, quadratic hypersurface of P, (ii) G is a generic, affine, orientable submanifold of codimension (p + I) 2 in G, (iii) The projection /|p : F -> P decomposes into sphere bundles F -> F p _i -> fp-i • • • FI ->> P, where the fiber dimension of //-is 2(n -p -I -k] -1. /o
Proof, (i) By definition, z G P if and only if it is u;-isotropic. Take a basis of V, so that
•p+i 0 -l n -p and let [z] = [z f , z"\ be the corresponding homogeneous coordinates in P. Then, P is defined by the quadratic equation \z'\ = \z"\. Moreover, the map [z f , z"} H> [z'\ induces a fibration of P over a p-dimensional complex projective space, whose fibers are (2(n -p) -1)-dimensional spheres. Since 2(n -p) -1 > 2(p + 1) -1 > 3, we get that P is simply connected.
(ii) As we already noticed, orbits of real forms of complex Lie groups are always generic. Let [£] = [C'jC"] be the Stiefel coordinates in G associated with the above choice of basis, where £' and £" are (p + 1) x (p + 1) and (p +1) x (n -p) matrices, respectively. Then, G is defined by the homogeneous system of equations £'£'* = C"C"*-I n particular^' is invertible, since otherwise there would be A £ GL(p + 1,C) such that £ = A( contains a row vector £ fc = (0, ("fc)» which is not o;-isotropic. Hence, G is contained in the affine chart of G defined by det(£ ; ) ^ 0, which is endowed with the system of coordinates (£")• In this chart, G is defined by C ;/ C /7 * -IP+IJ which gives a system of (p + I) 2 independent real equations. In particular, G is orientable. Denoting by ££' the row vectors of the matrix (("")? these equations read In particular, there is a bijection between points (z, C) € F and pairs (z, C 2 ), where (" z is an isotropic p-dimensional plane in V z C n-1 . This shows that / is a fiber bundle over P, whose fiber is the Grassmann manifold of isotropic p-dimensional planes in V* . Finally, a construction similar to the one in the previous paragraph proves that this bundle can be decomposed in a chain of sphere bundles with the claimed fiber dimensions. By definition, P \ P 0 is the set of o;-isotropic lines in £^-, and since any line is isotropic, it is identified with a p-dimensional complex projective space. Let us set L -P \ P 0 for short, and consider the distinguished triangle
As we recalled in Example 1.1.3, P \ L is p-linearly concave, and hence the last complex vanishes in degree smaller than n -p -1. Moreover, P \ L is covered by the n -p Stein open subsets P \ H^, where H^ is the hyperplane z p+J = 0 in the system of homogeneous coordinates where L is defined by Zp+i = • • • = z n +i = 0. It follows that the last complex is concentrated in degree n -p -I. Since m* < 0, the second complex is concentrated in degree n. We can then conclude, unless p + 1 = n -p -1. D
Proposition 3.2.3. With the above notations, one has
Proof. Setting Fo = g~l(G 0 ), we have G 0 = P 0 , and C F oC Go ~RfiC Fo . The statement is then a corollary of the following Lemma. D
Lemma 3.2.4. Assume that p + 1 < n -p. Then (i) P 0 is an open simply connected subset of P, (ii) Go ~ R(P+l)(2n-3p-l) is an a ffi ne chart in Q(
iii) The map /| Fo : F 0 -> P 0 is an 1^^-^-^-bundle.
Proof. Recall that P \ P 0 is a p-dimensional complex projective space. In particular, P \ P 0 has codimension In -1 -2p > 2p + 1 > 3 in P. Since P is simply connected, so is P 0 .
To prove (ii), choose a basis {ei,..., e n+ i} of V so that £ 0 is the complex plane (e p+2 ,..., e 2 ( p +i))c generated by e p+2 , • • •, e 2 ( p +i), and
In particular, (^ = (e p+ 2,..., e n+ i)c> In the associated system of Stiefel coordinates [C'jC^C'"]? ^o is described by the inequality det£' ^ 0, so that (lp+i, C'? C /; ) is a system of coordinates in G 0 . (Note that ("" and (" /;/ are (p + 1) x (p -f 1) and (p + 1) x (n -2p -1) matrices, respectively.) In this system of coordinates, the isotropy condition defining G 0 C G 0 reads £' -£'* = _^//^//* ^p^jg j s a system of (p+1) 2 linear independent conditions on the antihermitian part of £'. It follows that G 0 C G is a real afSne chart of dimension 2((p 4-1)
is the family of u;-isotropic (p+ l)-subspaces of V containing z and transversal to ^. The map C ^ C 2 °f (3.2.1), identifies it to the family of u^-isotropic p-subspaces of V 2 transversal to (Co)" 1 -The construction in the previous paragraph shows that this set is in turn identified 3p -2 ). D §3.3. Action of SL(n + 1, R)
With the notations of section 1.3.1, let us consider the double fibration
where F = F n (P x G), and F = F n (P x G).
Real projective case.
Recall that P denotes a real projective space of which P is a complexification, and Cp°(m|e) is the sheaf of sections of the C°° line bundle described by the homogeneity condition
Proof of Proposition 1.3. By (3.3.1), F \ F is a Gr(p -1; R n~"1 )-bundle over P \ P, which is simply connected, and hence , for P k = Moreover, F is a Gr(p; R n )-bundle over P, which is not simply connected, and hence 
where the second isomorphism is due to (3.3.6), the third one to (2.2.3), the fourth one to Lemma 3.3.3 below, and the last term vanishes by (3.3.5) . This concludes the proof for the case p 4-1 < n -p. Let us now consider the case p + 1 > n -p. As we already noticed, there is a natural identification G ~ Gi(n -p; V*) obtained by mapping a subspace of V to its orthogonal in V* . Let P ~ Gr(l; V*) be the dual projective space, and denote by F* C P* x G the incidence relation. As in the Appendix, denote by S C P x P* the incidence relation associated with the projective duality, and consider the correspondences Proof. The stalk of C §c o C F * at the point (2;, C) e P x G is described by the compactly supported cohomology of the set
Such a set is empty if (2, C) £ F, and isomorphic to C n~p-1 otherwise. Since ¥° is simply connected, the locally constant sheaf (C §c o CF* [-2(n-p-i)])|F^ is constant, and the lemma is proved. D
Finally, let us prove the following lemma, that we used in the first part of the proof of Proposition 3.3.1. We are thus reduced to check that this complex splits as the direct sum of its cohomology groups, which is true since cohomology occurs only in even degrees. D
Remark.
For z E P, one has ¥ z = {C G G: C 3 z } -Gr(p; V/C). Then, using Proposition 3.7.2, one can similarly prove the isomorphism p(n-p)
Real affine case.
As in section 1.3.2, let H C P be a hyperplane, and set A = P \ H, GA = G\GH, where GH is the Grassmann manifold of projective p-dimensional planes in H.
Proof of Proposition 1.3.2. Since A is open subanalytic in P, C°°(CA) = Z^lp is the ideal of Cp° of functions vanishing up to infinite order on H. In particular, where the last isomorphism is due to the fact that A is an affine chart in P. Applying the functor Rr(P;C°°(-)(m*)) to the short exact sequence n __x nC-p" 1 ) _^ r*(~P~1} _^ c*(~p~1} _^ n
we then get 
Proo/. Denote by fc: Ge "-> G the complexification of GH C G, and set F M = F n (H x GH). Consider the double fibration Proof. Since M is simply connected, H^(N) is a constant sheaf along EL It is then enough to show that RF(P; C°° (Ce)(™*)) is in degree n -l. As in the Appendix, denote by P* the dual projective space, by S the incidence relation, and set S c = (P x P*) \ S. Let ft G P* be the point such that h = EL By Theorem A. 1.1, one has Note that C § o C h ~ Ce, Cp x p* ° C^ ~ Cp, and that Serre's isomorphism reads Proof. Consider the projections
where q is induced by the first projection G x G ->> GR. Setting F = (F x P) n (P x F) = {(z, C, w) e P x GR x P: C D z + w}, one has C FxF °F or (z, iu) 6 P x P, set F (z , w) = F n Qi^z, w), and note that
Consider the subsets of P x G R x P U = T\F.
Applying the functor ^9131 to the short exact sequence
we get a distinguished triangle
Note that T (Z)U;) ~ Gr(p; V/z). Since T is a Gr(p; C n )-bundle over Px P, which is simply connected, one has Since a is a C p -bundle, (3 is a Gr(p; C n~ ^-bundle, and U and (P x P) \ PR are simply connected, one has and similarly for oo replaced by -oo,=bo;. Moreover, the lower cohomology groups of the solution complex Sol(D m ,Cc°) vanish.
As it was the case for Proposition 1.3.1, its proof is based on the computation of the sheaf-theoretical transform Cp o CG-This is performed in Proposition 3.6.2 below, using the table of Betti numbers for oriented and nonoriented real Grassmann manifolds, that we recall in Proposition 3.6.3. As we will see, the use of such table to compute CpoCc is already quite intricate, and we did not go as far as to determine the twists e l appearing in the statement. 
Since ~P is a Gr(p;R n ) -bundle over A 7 ', which is simply connected, one has
On the other hand, a is an R p -bundle over IP which is not simply connected, and /3 is a Gr(p;R n~1 )-bundle over A-7 \ P which is simply connected. Setting e = e + 1 we then get where the first isomorphism comes from Lemma 3. The following tables are then immediately derived from Fuks [11] . 
In the proof of Proposition 3.6.2, we used the following generalization of a result used in [3, formula (3.14) ]. The fiber of a at £ € CG S is an affine chart in the dual projective space Gr(p;£-hy). In particular, a is an R p -bundle, and hence there exists e such that One may deduce that e = I from the fact that a is naturally identified with the dual tautological bundle of 63. Alternatively, one may consider the chain of isomorphisms 
Proof. Consider again the long exact cohomology sequence associated with (3.4.2). Using which is the extreme case of (1.1.1) obtained for p -n -1. In other words, one considers = Gr(l;V), P* = Gr(n; V) the family of hyperplanes in P, = {(z, C) G P x P* : z G C} the incidence relation.
In this section, we recall related results of [7, 3] , and we also discuss the action of 5C/(cj;V), where a; is a nondegenerate hermitian form on V, of signature (q -h 1, n -<?), for 1 < q < n -2. §A.l. Adjunction formula Since S C P x P* is a smooth hypersurface, there are three perverse (resp. regular holonomic) kernels associated with the correspondence (A.O.I). More precisely, setting S c = (P x P*) \ S we will consider Then, for Q = Cp*, one recovers Serre's isomorphism (3.3.8). Another example is obtained by considering Q = C^, for U C P "lineellement convexe" in the sense of Martineau. This is the analogue of Proposition 1.1.1 and was discussed in [7, Theorem 5.5] . §A.2. Action of SL(n + 1, R)
As in Section 1.3.1, let V be a real vector space of which V is a complexification. The closed orbit of the real form SX(V) C SL(V) in P* is identified with the real projective space P*, dual to P C P. The following result, which is the extreme case of Proposition 1.3.1, may be found for example in [12] , for the C°° case. As in [7] , one may obtain this result as a corollary of Theorem A. 1.1, using the isomorphism We refer to [3] for a proof along these lines of the analogue of Proposition 1.3.2. Here, the Cavalieri condition appears in describing the image of the Schwartz space <S(A). For n = 3 and m* = -n this relates to the transform originally considered by Radon [25] . §A.3. Action of SU(q + 1, n -q) Let 1 < q < n -2, and consider a nondegenerate hermitian form a; on V of signature (q + l,n -q). The group SU(u>]V) c± SU(q + l,n -g) is a real form of 5L(V), and its orbits in P are the set of u-isotropic lines, , < 0}.
Similarly, recalling that C € P* represents a hyperplane in V, the orbits in P* are : P* = {C G P* : u\£ has signature (q,n -q -1)}, P+ = {C G P* : o;| c has signature (g + 1, n -q -1)}, PI = {C € P* •' MC nas signature (<?, n -q)}.
Recall that P is a real quadratic hypersurface of P with non-degenerate Levi form of signature (q, n -q -1), and similarly P* has signature (n -q -1, q).
For q = n -1, the following result is the extreme case of Proposition 1.2. Proof. Note that if m > 0, then m® < 0. Eventually interchanging the roles of V and V* , and of q + 1 and n -g, it is not restrictive to assume that m® < 0. Since the proofs are similar, we will just deal, for example, with the isomorphism Using Lemma A. n
